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Abstract
Many problems of water resource management are strongly related to their spatial distribution and due to a use that is
usually uncontrolled, such as water withdrawals. For these reasons, web procedures have been developed in order to
manage spatial data of interest and to analyse information on water resources, so that this tool can be widely used and
shared freely and easily by all stakeholders.
A prototype of this instrument is the web tool "Water Resources Management and Evaluation" (WRME). The main
features of this project can be summarized as follows:
 is easy to use, both for the database like and the map-based consultation;
 uses synthetic indicators simplifying the hydrological and hydraulic information;
 integrates tools for the update and the exchange of data between different databases of different stakeholders;
 integrates the possibility to implement and update, in a distributed manner over the basin and the drainage
network, all constraints arising from the different legislations and management plans;
 provides synthetic information on the sustainability of scenarios;
 provides synthetic information on the sustainability of new water withdrawals;
 software is open source, therefore economic resources can be invested on training and development.
The methodology of this project can also be applied in other areas of sustainable management of environmental
resources.
Keywords: WEB, GIS, open source, sustainable water resources management, environment.

GIS, Web-GIS, Spatial Decision Support
System, opens new frontiers for the study of
tools towards an integrated and cooperative
management of natural resources and the
environment. These tools allow all stakeholders
(administrators, managers, users, professionals)
involved in the management of the resources to
monitor and share all decision processes for
large and complex systems. The purpose of this
method is to develop a proactive approach to
critical events in water resources management,
instead of a reactive management of emergency
and disasters (Andreu et al., 2006).
The necessity of sharing and discussing not
only the results produced by models, but also
the entire computational process from data and
information down to the techno-decisional
parameters adopted to run the simulations,
makes the approach to these problems more

INTRODUCTION
The issues concerning water resources
management of a basin are always very
complex because of conflicts between uses, the
two-sided issue of quantity and quality,
together with the evolution and growth of the
concerns for the environment. All these issues
have been faced with modelling tools that,
through simulation processes, aim towards the
optimization of water resources management of
complex systems (Simonovic, 2000; Preziosi et
al., 2013; Narsimlu et al., 2013). However,
these tools may be partly ineffective due to
socio-political conflicts (Akhbari and Grigg,
2013; Gunasekara et al., 2014) and different
socio-economic scenarios (Biswas, 2004).
The development of computer systems, with
applications supported by new technologies,
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and more complex, especially
e
because
b
all the
technical and scien
ntific aspeects must be
provided inn a way thaat is also eaasily accesssible
to the manyy different professiona
p
al categoriess. In
any case, a big help co
omes from the
t adoptionn of
the latest informatiion and communicat
c
tion
technologies (ICT).
Tools and standard
ds such as WEB-G
GIS
technologyy, the Web
W
Processsing Servvice
(WPS), W
Web Map Service (WMS),
(
W
Web
Feature Seervice (WFS
S), Web Coverage Servvice
(WCS), aand generaally all thee INTERN
NET
network, can provide a solid basee on which it is
he modellling
possible to integraate all th
methodoloogies and simulation proceduures
already deeveloped in
n tradition
nal informaatics
(Martin et al., 2005; Sridhar
S
et al.,
a 2011; O
Open
Geospatiall Consortium
m - OGC).
The “Waater Resou
urce Man
nagement and
Evaluationn” projectt (WRME
E) has bbeen
developed aiming towards th
his goals, in
fication and quickeningg of
particular tthe simplifi
decisional processes, offering to
o the differrent
stakeholdeers a single database and
a a seriess of
shared geooprocessing tools, proviided in form
m of
Decision S
Support Systtem (DSS).
The protottype set up for the Tib
ber River baasin
s of
has highligghted the op
perational effectivenes
e
this approach, becau
use some elaborations on
hydrologiccal data and
d water witthdrawals hhave
shown how
w fundamen
ntal it is a single
s
databbase
at basin leevel, so thaat the resultts achievedd by
different m
models or more
m
stakeh
holders cann be
compared.

MA
ATERIALS
S AND ME
ETHODS
A DSS for water
w
resourrces management in a
con
ntext of mu
ultiple uses is primarilly designed
d
to provide stakeholder
s
rs with a range off
formation in
n order to faacilitate the process forr
info
action plannin
ng, and to foster com
mmunication
n
bettween all th
hose concernned. WRME
E system iss
an integrated DSS thatt is not ju
ust a meree
plaatform to exchangee informaation and
d
asssessments, but
b is an innstrument for
f conflictt
resolution, in
n the maanagement of waterr
resources, and
d consensuus reaching among alll
parrticipants in
n the decisioonal processses. So thee
“to
op-down” ap
pproach hass been replaaced with a
“bo
ottom-up” approach,
a
w
where all sttakeholderss
can
n be decision-maker.
Forr this reason, the developmen
nt of thiss
inteegrated tool do nott only co
oncern thee
hyd
drological aspects
a
of w
water manag
gement, butt
also
o technollogical asspects. In fact, a
con
nsiderable effort inn adapting
g existing
g
technologies and
a develooping new capabilitiess
hass been required, especiially in the integration
n
of modelling engines in a single GIIS platform
m
avaailable on th
he WEB.
Thee informatic structure of WRME
E system iss
sch
hematically shown in F
Figure 1, with
w a three-server architeecture deddicated to the main
n
services (WEB
B-GIS, DBM
M, Modellin
ng).

Figu
ure 1. Overalll architecture of
o WRME sysstem
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graphical, according to the typology of the data
and the kind of analysis concerned.
The numerical procedures are aimed towards
the definition of various hydrological indexes
for defining the base flow value and low-flow,
in order to be able to correctly assess the water
resources and/or the available amount in a
section of a network either in order to issue or
renew a withdrawal license or to study the state
of the watercourse.
These flow values can be clearly identified
indirectly by the Base Flow Index (Casadei,
1995; Piggott et al., 2005) and more directly
from Qn,m (minimum average flow of n
consecutive days with return period of m years)
(Singh and Stall, 1974), the latter case is very
well known and used in different basins as
Q7,10. Besides these indices, the theory of flow
duration curve (FDC) has been developed
(Gustard et al., 1992; Smakhtin, 2001), in order
to evaluate the water resources available for
dissipative use or no dissipative use (Casadei
and Manciola, 1995).
The graphical procedure can be very
operatively useful to point out all the
information of a single watershed. In this case a
graphical interrogation of the map by means of
a WEB-GIS engine (final step), makes this task
much more immediate and accurate.
For example, the water withdrawals
management in a basin it is supported by a
graphical procedure which compares the total
withdrawals with dissipative use in the basin
and the low flow indices in the same basin.
In larger basins, the greatest difficulty is the
fragmentation of responsibilities among
administrations located in succession along the
stream, this is why administrations downstream
do not know the upstream situation (water
availability), while those that are upstream are
not able to understand the amount of legal
water
withdrawn
downstream
(water
constrain). At the moment this situation
generates a stalemate, for this reason a tool has
been developed to operate via the web and able
to work on a single database that should be
constantly kept updated by the administrations.

The system can be summarized in the
following fundamental steps:
 collection and sharing of the hydrological
data together with the information about
water uses, with particular attention given
to data update tools (server named
SATTAR);
 analysis on the data collected with GIS
procedures
(SATTAR)
and
implementation of hydrological models
(server named AREF);
 computation and results analysis with a
graphical user friendly interface (GUI) in
WEB-GIS environments (server WEB).
The operation of the system requires extensive
interaction between the three servers, not only
because of the need to access the database, but
also because the GIS running on SATTAR
provides cartographic elaborations for the
procedures installed on AREF. The GIS engine,
which together with the database is installed on
the server SATTAR, interacts directly with the
Map Server and Web Service Processing to
reproduce all outputs, both numerical and
graphical, on screen.
The collection of data and information about
the studied area is the initial step in any
research of this kind, but even in this phase
many problems and uncertainties may arise,
especially due to the scarcity of data or to a
lack of knowledge. The issue of data scarcity
could be easily solved with structural works
such as: the expansion of the monitoring
network, the technological update of the
measuring stations, new data collection
methodologies and so on. The case of lack of
knowledge may be solved with a set of tools
that allows a better access to the data collected
so that information and knowledge could be
widely shared.
Achieving this final goal means the necessity
of operating on a software platform that could
allow a free sharing of information, knowledge
and procedures in itinere and all these features
are well provided by a WEB-BASED
architecture. For this reason the first step is the
creation of a shared database at the basin scale
of all data and information together with user
friendly procedures for its periodical update.
The second step is the developing of a series of
procedures concerning the analysis of the data.
These procedures can be both numerical and

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The methodology described in the previous
paragraph has been applied to the Tiber River
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basin, that is located in the centtre of Italy and
occupies ann area of 17
7462 km2 (F
Figure 2).
The Tiberr river, togeether with its tributarries,
flows throough five regions, Tuscany and
Emilia-Rom
magna regiions in the upper
u
part, the

Um
mbria region
n in the miiddle, the Marche
M
and
d
Ab
bruzzo regio
ons throughh importantt tributariess
and
d finally thee Lazio regiion before flowing
f
into
o
thee Tirreno Seea.

Fiigure 2. Tiber River Basin - WRME project

This aspecct is highly relevant,
r
no
ot only from
m an
administrattive point of view, bu
ut also from
m a
technical one becausse it often
n happens that
agreementss between two or mo
ore regions are
needed in oorder to buiild hydrauliic works andd to
manage thhem (dams, pipes nettworks, sprring
tapping w
works, etc.). In order to make the
technical-aadministrative
side
of
the
managemeent of the superficial
s
water
w
resouurce
much eassier and immediate,
i
a web site
(http://hydrrogate.unip
pg.it/wrme/) has bbeen
developed..
In this porttal, the dataa collection and validattion
phase broought to the comp
pilation off a
hydrologiccal databaase, alread
dy access ible
online, thhat has diffferent levels of acccess
according to the typology of useer and the kkind
of inform
mation requ
uired. At present,
p
abbout
12000 yeears of hydrometeor
h
rological ddata
andabout 110000 inforrmation regaarding the uuses
and the waater withdrawal have beeen stored. T
The

datta can be viewed
v
bothh in a numeric formatt
and
d a graphiic visualizaation and if needed,,
eassily exported
d in variouss file formatts.
Fig
gures 3-4 show, hoowever, a significantt
exaample of prrocessing off hydrological indices,,
in this case the Base Flow Indeex. BFI iss
calculated forr the hydroometric staation of S..
Luccia on the Tiber Riveer. As can be
b seen forr
thee entire tim
me series (F
Figure 4) we
w obtain a
BF
FI=43.87. Selecting
S
m
more and more
m
recentt
tim
me series, the BFI increases: 1949-2004
4
BF
FI=45.76, 1970-2004
1
BFI=49.64
4; 1995 200
04 BFI=56.36; 20000-2004 (Figure 5))
BF
FI=61.47.
Thee increase in the indexx value is more
m
evidentt
witth recent tim
me series, inn fact the base
b
flow in
n
thiss part of the river has been artificially
y
inccreased, in recent yearss, by the water released
d
from Monted
doglio Resservoir, alllowing thee
water course to have betteer quality and
a quantity
y
con
nditions, and suppporting diirect usess
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(withdrawals, especially irrigation) and indirect
uses (social activities and habitat) of the water
resource. This WEB-based approach can be
replicated for different time series of different

gauged sites and for other types of indexes
(Q7,10; Q355, streamflow that is equalled or
exceeded 355 days in a year, on average ).

Figure 4. BFI calculation over the entire time series, BFI = 43.87

Figure 5. BFI calculation over the 2000-2004 time series, BFI = 61.47

In order to evaluate the river conditions the
previous hydrological indices were used, while
for the existing water withdrawals an analysis
procedure has been developed, that from the
point of interest selected directly on the map,
finds out the upstream basin and, by means of
overlay procedures, identifies the upstream

water uses. To search the water body in more
details, a filtered search has been developed so
that the uses can be retrieved on the base of
their type, the allowed amount of water, and
their administrative status.
Figure 6 shows the result of this analysis,
where it is possible to highlight the no balance
29

situations and introdu
uce a proacctive correcttion
m
t of this ssubin water rresource management
basin.
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Figure 6. Exxample of water managemen
nt status in a ssubbasin

CONCLU
USIONS
The ICT aapproach an
nd the Web
bGIS platfo
form
represent tthe added value
v
of thee project. T
The
final DSS is very frieendly to use, both for the
hydrologiccal modellin
ng, both forr the compuuter
technologyy. This plattform could
d be expannded
to a large rrange of top
pics which are
a involvedd in
environmeent and land
dscape.
The final goals off this project has bbeen
obtained inn terms of:
 softwaare tools th
hat can serv
ve as a suppport
in
water
r
resourceeva
luation
and
managgement poliicies at the basin
b
scale;
 use oof free and
d open sou
urce softw
ware,
thereffore there are no addittional costs for
softwaare licensess;
 the W
Web interrface can be channged
accordding to thee needs of the individdual
user aand more over
o
it is cross platfo
form
meaniing that it can
c be used
d regardless the
operattive system;;
 the syystem is based
b
exclu
usively on the
standaards defined
d by the Op
pen Geospaatial
Consoortium gran
nting comp
patibility w
with
the m
most common instrum
ments that ddeal
with ggeographicaal data.
The devellopment off this project in differrent
hydrologicc scenario
os and socio-econo mic
situations ccould be an
n important test in a robbust
decision m
making proceess.
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